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We use language to learn, to communicate, to understand.

The strength of humankind is to articulate complex scenarios in natural language.

All images were generated using Stable Diffusion by providing a textual description of the scenery.
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People run businesses; businesses run on natural language.

Circa 80% of business data contains text.
Because that’s how humans work.

PDFs

Emails

Websites / News
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BUT: Textual data is by design not meant for computers to be analyzed. It is unstructured.

We are Kern AI. A company helping companies to embed natural language processing 
into their processes.

VS.

Company pitch

Firmenzweck …

NLP Anbieter …
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Innovation happens now: ChatGPT is only the beginning. You must put NLP into your strategy.

Mass awareness in NLP just started.
(2023: “What does ChatGPT mean for my business?”.)

Time

You will need to rethink 
processes in your company 
running on natural language. 

Which is a lot.

A
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One of the most prominent examples: Automate your info@-inbox.

Classify categories

Automatically route incoming mails to the 
right department.

Autodraft responses

50% of your emails will have autocrafted 
response drafts.

Gain insights

Understand most recurring topics and the 
voice of e.g. customers.
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We are your partners to turn your company into an NLP pioneer with our platform.

Security is a top priority at Kern AI. We are ISO 27001 certified and GDPR compliant.

Low-code

A bit of Python is all you need; 
no PhD required.

Your data IP

Data lives longer than code. Be 
independent via strong data.

Strategic investment

Make NLP core to your digital 
transformation with us.

One platform

From prototyping to 
production, all in one platform.

We deeply care about customer success

We don’t stop caring once you sign a contract; it’s the opposite. 
We are a small team, dedicated to help you win in NLP.
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refinery

refinery turns your raw data into actionable

training data.

It enables developers to understand where 

data quality is causing issues, and gives them 

the tools to orchestrate workloads.
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refinery and bricks

bricks is a content library of more than 70 

ready-made NLP enrichments, e.g. sentiment 

analysis or text complexity.

Zero setup required; turn ideas into an 

implementation in seconds.
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refinery and gates

With gates, it takes you 3 clicks to deploy a 

production-ready NLP model to your cloud or 

self-hosted premises.

Predictions are partially explained, so that 

you can see why a text has been voted as 

positive.
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refinery and workflow - for real-time or batch-processes that need to understand natural language.

workflow is the orchestration layer for your 

natural language-driven tasks.

Define simple or complex conditional flows 

and directly integrate your textual 

automations with your IT landscape.

Process automation, but for language-driven 

cases.
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How you can automate your processes, e.g. in the info@-inbox

1. identify intent
2. extract structured 
information from mail
3. synchronize with
internal IT-system
4. let AI draft a 
response

human 
takes over

Reduce human effort gradually, 
from augmentation to automation.

if confidence > 80%:
  let AI automate the task
else:
  human-take over, notify operator
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I’m happy to discuss with you which challenges your business can solve using NLP technologies.

With Kern AI, you invest in 
NLP capabilities for your business. 

Let’s discuss how this could work for you.

https://cal.com/jhoetter

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johanneshötter/

johannes.hoetter@kern.ai

https://cal.com/jhoetter
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johannesh%C3%B6tter/
mailto:johannes.hoetter@kern.ai

